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Introduction 
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Agenda 

§  Applying Scenario Planning to Crowdfunding 

§  Plausible Crowdfunding Scenarios 

§  Implications to ACA members: 
– Investors in Crowdfunding, Syndicate Operators, Lenders, Borrowers etc. 
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Context 

 

§  One of world’s leading digital companies 

§  Considering stance vs. crowdfunding 

§  To drive investment & bus. development activities 

§  Scenarios to ensure robust strategy process 

§  Today have agreed to share the highlights 
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Methodologies for strategy during uncertainty 

Strategic 
Orientation 

Highly  
Tactical 

Now Current Planning 
Window > 5 Years 

Timeframe 
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Action Planning 

BU / Product 
Planning 

Scenario  
Planning 

Endgame  
Strategy 

Industry  
War Games 

Disruptor  
Analysis 

Competitor  
Intelligence  
Networks 

World Map and  
Trend Analysis 

Competitor  
War Games 

Product Launch  
War Games 

Enterprise 
Risk Mapping 

Choice Structuring 

SME 
Deep Dives 
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What are Scenarios? 

§ Scenario planning provides a means for ordering perceptions about how 
the future may play out and determining what strategic decisions today 
offer the best chance of success tomorrow 

§ Scenario planning challenges us to revisit assumptions and consider a 
wider range of possibilities about the future 

§ The point of scenario planning is not to predict the most probable future. 
Rather the objective is to develop and test strategic choices under a 
variety of plausible futures 

§  In the absence of a well-developed set of scenarios, single-point 
forecasting and/or a reluctance to allow uncertainty leads to a (usually 
unconscious) projection of an “official future”, which is the one assumed 
to be coming 

Peter Schwartz 

GBN/Monitor Group 
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Focal Question & Critical Uncertainties 

Focal Question: How will the landscape for Crowdfunding evolve over the next 5 years? 
And where/how should XXXXXX participate in the next 1-3 years? 

Relative Certainties Critical Uncertainties 

Available Economy Mostly local Mostly global/ 
regional 

Failure Rate in Crowdfunding Same as normal Dramatically Higher 

Lender and Borrower Patterns More convergent More divergent 

Regulatory Environment Less Supportive More Supportive 

Primary Point of Entry in Borrower Cycle Traditional Fund 
Providers 

Information 
provider/friends and 

family 

Rate of change of crowd behavior Slower Faster 

•  Population growth, urbanization, 
mega cities 

•  Economic stimulus and job 
growth high on global agenda 

•  Increasing role of social networks 

•  Mobile and other device 
proliferation 

•  Increasing reliance on 
Digitalization to drive global 
growth 

•  Increasing and more 
sophisticated Internet security 
risks 
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Two Critical Uncertainties Used 

Failure Rate in Crowdfunding 

Less Supportive More Supportive Regulatory Environment 

Same As Normal  

 
At parity with Angel and 
VC funding experience 

 

Dramatically Higher 

 
Adverse selection, low 
due diligence and low 

interaction the norm 

Ultimately, two critical uncertainties were chosen as the basis of the scenario framework  

Lawmakers favor regulations that drive the bulk of financial 
assets towards a few large financial services providers that 
are themselves fully regulated entities. Potentially traditional 
banks, but also possibly other trusted lenders in a given 
region. Share of financial transactions flow through a more 
limited number of players. 

Lawmakers favor less regulation/more competition, 
and open lending to new competitors, many of which 

are not traditional banking and financial services 
providers . Likely includes greater unbundling of 

traditional banking services, allowing for more 
distributed share of market across players. 
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Drivers of Angel Superior Returns 

* Source: Kauffman Foundation, Professor Wiltbank of University of Willamette 

Driver Comment 

Proprietary deal flow Sourced from membership 
Up to 70% for established angel groups 

Strong due diligence 
culture 

Angels that spend more than 40 hours achieve a 5.9x return 
compared to low diligence investors who achieve a 1.1x return* 

Active participation in 
portfolio companies 

Angels who interact with portfolio companies each month 2 or more 
times achieve a 3.7x return compared to passive investors who 
achieve a 1.3x return* 

Deep expertise in 
investment areas 

Angels investing in areas of direct industry experience achieve 
multiples 2x as high as those invested outside their expertise* 

Tight relationships with 
follow on investors 

Leading angel groups partner with venture capital and strategic 
investors to enable follow on rounds and exits 
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Scenario Framework and Summaries  

Failure R
ate in          C

row
d Funding 

“Back to Glass Steagall” 
High failure rates become apparent and the world’s 

“widows and orphans” cry foul.  Crowdfunding platforms 
are seen to be the “best place to go to lose money”.  Big 
and traditional players cry “we told you so”.  Lawmakers 

under pressure from the Crowdfunding masses re-
regulate lending.  Most new players, and technology 

only platforms are closed down, taken over by 
established financial institutions or, a few, partner to 

continue in business.  

 

“Wild Wild West” 
Regulatory support allows for proliferation of 

Crowdfunding platforms, but systemic failure rate is high 
and most (80% plus) investments are lost – investors 

cry foul but regulators leave it to the market to shake out 
both platforms and lenders. 

Lots of money is made and lots of money is lose 

Regulators feel paralyzed or uncertain about how to put 
the Genie back in the bottle. Chaos is the norm. 

“Big Players Takeover” 
High costs of regulatory compliance and increasing 

consumer privacy and security fears limit entry/players, 
as well as innovation in Crowdfunding. Increasing 
tensions between large banks/financial services 

providers and new Crowdfunding players is resolved in 
favor of the former. A handful of secure investment 

platforms and solutions dominate—”arbiters of trust”—
re-bundling and re-integrating Crowdfunding activities.  

“A Thousand Flowers Bloom” 
Crowdfunding platforms proliferate, enabled by 

emerging technologies, and fragmented by type of 
lending, industry, geography, owner etc. 

Spurred on by re-invigorated capital markets and 
sophisticated information systems.  Results in dynamic, 
a la carte crowdfunding solutions and is characterized 

by a massive shift of lending transactions and dollars to 
new crowdfunding platforms. 

    Regulatory Environment 
More 

Supportive 
Less 

Supportive 

Dramatically Higher 

Same as Normal 

Official 
Future 
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Unstable “Official Future” 

Failure R
ate in          C

row
d Funding 

“Back to Glass Steagall” 

 

“Wild Wild West” 

“Big Players Takeover” “A Thousand Flowers Bloom” 

    Regulatory Environment 
More 

Supportive 
Less 

Supportive 

Dramatically Higher 

Same as Normal 

Official 
Future 
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Implications to ACA members? 

§ Consider how current strategies might differ in light of these futures? 
– Share dealflow, invest in deals, syndicate deals, invest in platforms, own 

§ What choices would you continue to take regardless – scenario neutral? 

§ Which choices would only make sense in specific futures? 

§ What early indicators of probable futures will you track?: 
– Failure rate in crowdfunding? (How to know what it is?) 
– The regulatory pendulum swinging back towards less open future? (SEC tracking) 

§  Is there a future you prefer?  How would you make it come about? 
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Examples of Fifth Era Actions 
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What’s Next? 

Slides:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
www.fi,hera.com	  
	  
	  
Ques5ons:	  
ma7hew@keiretsucapital.com	  
	  


